This article presents tests of a multi-barreled machine gun system built on board of a heli
Introduction
According to the assumptions and the user's order, a system of the M-134G on-board multi-barrel machine gun was installed on the Mi-17-1V helicopter's board.
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The main objective of installing the system of on-board multi-barrel machine guns on the helicopter board was to improve its protection during combat missions.
The aim and object of research
The aim of research
The aim of the conducted research was to: 1) Check and assess:
-the correctness of the executed installation of multi-barrel machine guns on the helicopter board; -meeting the requirements of the Initial Tactical and Technical Assumptions for the 7.62 mm on-board multi-barrel machine gun with adaptation of Mi-17 helicopters to its use; -the assessment of the impact of the installed system operation on the operation of other helicopter systems, especially the avionic system as well as the energy plant, and the other way around. 2) Confirm the safety of the helicopter operation with the installed system.
Place 
Research object
The research object constituted the M-134G on-board multi-barrel machine gun installed on the Mi-17-1V helicopter's board in accordance with the technical description [3] . The shooting positions of the system were installed in the transport cabin:
• in the side door located on the left side of the helicopter, • in the rear part of the cabin, • in the window escape hatch located on the right side of the helicopter.
The views of shooting positions were shown in Fig. 1 , 2 and 3. The composition of the shooting position of the 7.62 mm on-board multibarrel machine gun located in the side door of the loading compartment and window escape hatch includes: 1) a frame of the shooting position; 2) a rack of the position for ammo boxes and a battery; 3) a control and power panel of the on-board network; 4) electrical wiring bundles; 5) 7.62 mm M-134G on-board multi-barrel machine gun composed of: yoke, vertical arm, of the chute and cell ejection pocket, chute and cell release sleeve, ammunition belt sleeve, 2 ammo boxes with a capacity of 3200 and 2000 munitions, a box with batteries, wiring harness of the machine gun power supply.
Furthermore, for the shooting position located in the rear part of the helicopter loading compartment, the armoured plate, in order to ensure the safety of personnel, as well as a seat for the shooter were provided.
Construction of the M-134G machine gun and its technical specification
The 7.62 mm M-134G on-board multi-barrel machine gun is an electrically driven gun based on the principle of operation of the Gatling type weapon and it is built of the following components ( Fig. 4) :
-a set of barrels (6 pieces); -barrels clamp -a fire damper; -a set of receivers; -electric motor of the drive; -steering bar -a control panel; -ramrod unit; -vertical arm; -ammunition sleeve. A set of receivers is an essential element of the M-134G on-board multibarrel machine gun. Within this set, the following elements were installed:
-rotor, -the receivers set with six independent receivers moving axially in relation to the rotor, -mounting of the receiver sets, -the clutch unit that allows free revolution of the rotor.
In a set of barrels, six barrels are connected with the clamp, which holds barrels in the set and, at the same time, fulfils the function of a fire damper.
In the machine gun's drive, the electric motor powered by the battery with the DC (Direct Current) 24 V. Due to the reduction gear, the DC motor provides mechanical strength, which sets the M-134G mechanisms into rotation. The fire control handle, as a primary interface between the gun and shooter along with the control panel, is placed on the back of the gun. It is used for guiding the gun to a target as well as laying down the fire by pressing the trigger buttons on the control panel. The control panel also controls the ammunition loading delay in order to shoot the ammunition from the gun's chambers after releasing the trigger button.
The ramrod unit is installed at the bottom of the set of receivers using a mandrel for quick disassembly. Its objective is to take ammunition from the ammunition belt sleeve, unfasten ammunition from the belt and give it to the guide. Separate links of the ammunition belt are removed from the gun along with chutes by the gaps, which are intended for it.
The composition of the M-134G on-board multi-barrel machine gun fitting includes: cradle, vertical arm and fitting pivot. The gun cradle allows to change a vertical angle of fire (in elevation). The vertical arm in turn is the main bracket of the M-134G on-board multi-barrel machine gun and allows to change the horizontal shooting angle (in azimuth).
The ammunition supply unit consists of the ammo box, cover with the belt equalizer, ramming engine and ammunition belt sleeve. It enables the ammunition belt with the 7.62 x 51 mm NATO ammunition to free transfer from the ammo box to the gun. Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of the ammunition belt in the ammo box, and Fig. 6 presents this arrangement in the belt sleeve for supplying ammunition to the gun. 
Research results
Ground research
The aim of the ground research of the system, in accordance with the research programme [1] , was:
• checking and assessment of the construction and exploitation documentation; Positive results of the conducted ground-based research constituted a basis for conducting research during flight.
Research during flight
During the research of the Mi-17-1V helicopter No. 6106 while flying, 14 test flights in accordance with the research programme [1] and the combat training methodology [4] were performed. The flights were implemented in relation to the test flight programmes [5] at the air force training range in Nadarzyce. During flights, shooting to exposed targets was performed:
• individually from each position,
• from two positions at the same time in different configurations (right-left, left-rear, right-rear), • from three positions at the same time.
In Fig. 7, 8 and 9 , the examples of the research implementation during flight were presented. During the conducted flights, the following elements were performed:
• the safety assessment of the exploitation system of multi-barrel machine guns; • the assessment of the impact of the installed system operation on the operation of other helicopter systems, especially the avionic system as well as the energy plant, and the other way around; • the assessment of adaptation of the installed on the helicopter 7,62 mm on-board multi-barrel machine gun system to night vision goggles (NVG); • checking the fire sectors of shooting positions.
Conclusions
As a result of the conducted ground-based research and these during the flight, it was found that:
• Shooting positions installed in the transport cabin have properly set fire sectors of the 7.62 mm on-board multi-barrel machine guns, which prevents accidental overshooting a part of the helicopter.
• Ammo boxes with the loaded ammunition belts are firmly fixed to the helicopter's elements.
• The installation of the system of shooting positions in the Mi-17-1V helicopter's transport cabin is intentional and effective. The changes introduced to the construction and equipment of the Mi-17-1V helicopter improved its own protection as well as operational qualities.
• The installation of the 7.62 mm on-board multi-barrel machine gun system on the Mi-17-1V helicopter No. 6106 met the requirements of a user, which were included in the Tactical and Technical Assumptions for the 7.62 mm on-board multi-barrel machine gun (7.62 mm WPKM) with adaptation of Mi-17 helicopters to the system operation.
• The operation safety of the Mi-17-1V helicopter with the installed 7.62 mm M-134G on-board multi-barrel machine gun system is maintained.
• There were fluctuations in the barometric altimeter indications ± 50m and fast vibrations of the speedometer indicators during laying down the fire from the shooting positions in the left side door and the window escape hatch in the transport cabin compartment, in the direction of flight. The above disturbances disappear after the cessation of fire, and according to the helicopter crew's opinion, they do not pose a threat to the flight.
• In all other cases related to the use of the 7.62 mm M-134G on-board multi-barrel machine gun system, there was no negative impact on the operation of any helicopter systems.
The detailed results of the on-board multi-barrel machine gun system are included in the research report [2] .
The photographs in the text were made during the research.
